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Abstract (en)
[origin: US2002183107A1] An improved system and method for providing remote instant type lottery games is provided. The instant type games
are presented on a portable gaming computer. Predetermined outcomes are pre-programmed into the gaming computer before it is provided to the
player. This may be done by preprogramming a computer memory in the gaming computer with the outcomes during manufacture of the device.
Thus, the gaming computer can be ready for play as soon as it is purchased, without any action necessary by the player or retailer to activate or
enable play on the gaming computer. The predetermined outcomes of the games stored in the computer memory can be coded somewhere in or
on the gaming computer, for example, in a bar code on the gaming computer or stored in a memory. The outcomes are read from the bar codes or
memory during a redemption process and validated. Additionally, the gaming computer is provided with a "freeze" feature that may be activated by
the player. When activated, the "freeze" feature prevents further play on the gaming computer. Any amounts that have been won by the player are
"frozen" in the gaming computer, for example, on a display and in a memory. The freeze provides the player with a sense of security that they will not
"lose" their winnings by further play or a gaming computer malfunction.
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